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The Baccalà - that is what the Stockfish is for the rest of the world - officially arrived for the 
first time in Venice in 1596 thanks a merchant from Antwerp, named Marco Manart. He 
submits a petition to the Senate to obtain a reduction in tariffs on fish called "stocvis", on 
whale oil and on other unspecified fish, perhaps herring, as he will write in later documents. 
He specifies that this "mercantia" - never previously arrived in Venice - has traded by land in 
Trento, Bolzano and Villach. Manart, on the other hand, undertakes to import the "bacaladi" 
by sea and will be the first to do so. 
The story is told in the book "Serenissimo baccalà", published by Biblioteca dei Leoni, which 
has as its authors Ermanno Tagliapietra, the main importer of Stockfish in Italy (born in 
Burano, headquarters of the company in Mestre) and Michela Dal Borgo, from the Archive 
of state of Venice. 
 
And what about Pietro Querini, the patrician merchant who shipwrecked in Lofoten in 1432 
and discovered for the first time this strange fish stiff as a stick? It was already known that 
the commander of the "Infelice e sventurata coca Querina" (title of a recent book published 
by Viella) had brought to Venice the news of the existence of the cod, but we are not so sure 
that he brought the cod itself (although several indicate the opposite). In fact, no Venetian 
document subsequent to Querini and previous to Manart mentions baccalà, or anyway 
stockfish. 
 
The philologist Angela Pluda transcribed Querini's original document, preserved in the 
Vatican Apostolic Library, and published in the book mentioned above. Here Pietro Querini 
speaks for the first time of what will become one of the symbolic foods of the Veneto: «I 
stocofis secano al vento e al sole senza sale perché sono pexi de puoca umidità, grasi, e 
diventano duri come legno; quando i voleno mangiare i bateno con il roverso de la manara» 
dopodiché li cuociono con burro e spezie «per darli sapore».  
When Querini leaves Norway to return to Venice he is honored with sixty "stocofis", however, 
it does not appear that any of those dried fish ever arrived in Venice and if yes, we had no 
official news of this.  
It is therefore necessary to wait 164 years for the cod to begin to flow into the “Dominante” 
and then spread to the "Stato de Tera" and, first of all to Vicenza, where the “Bacalà alla 
Vicentina” is well known. 
Let's go back to Manart. He turned to the Senate at the beginning of 1596, but the answer 
took a long time: it is dated 17 October 1597 and it is affirmative. After five years he renewed 
his request for the duty exemptions which were granted to him in August 1602. Shortly 
before the expiry of the second privilege, however, Manart died: on June 30, 160, in the 
parish of San Giacomo dell'Orio, at the age of 49 age, after two months of illness. At that 
point the import returns to be subject to the usual duties, but it increases a lot, evidently the 
dried fish had met the favor of the consumers. 
In fact, a document of about ten years later records that between March 1, 1617 and 
December 1618, 30,800 "pessi stochfix" are imported into Venice, in any case less than the 



32900 salmon. 
 
Another interesting notarial deed of December 2, 1593 inform that Marco Manart, together 
with his brother Giovanni, undertakes to deliver Flemish tapestries to Venice for the very 
important sum of 30 thousand ducats, in exchange asks for silk threads and other materials 
to be delivered to him for the same amount to be exported in turn to Flanders, so that they 
could be used to make further tapestries. In the deed he writes that he has already delivered 
tapestries to "Benetto di Calimani and Isach Luzzatto", both Jewish, and this aspect is also 
very interesting, that is, that it supplied both the Venetians communities, the Christian as 
well as the Jewish one. Among other things, this trade in tapestries, luxury goods in great 
demand at that time, had to be much more lucrative than that of stockfish. 
 
One last curious news. Importers were obliged to sell half of the cargo exclusively to Venetian 
pork butchers (“salumieri”). And here there is an interesting historical misunderstanding 
because the dried fish arriving from Norway was equated to a “salami” and sold by pork 
butchers and not by the fish sellers. 
 
In 1704 the Senate, in agreement with the “Savi alla Mercanzia” (a sort of trade 
superintendents during the Serenissima Republic), approved a specification «In materia del 
pesce salato di ponente» ("On the subject of salted fish from the west"): a sign that, in 
addition to stockfish, it had begun to import the “baccalà”, or cod in salt. 


